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Abstract 

This paper first briefly outlines and establishes the methods of obtaining rational historical truth 

untainted by empirical bias based on Hegel’s dialectics and notions of the state, identifying the 

source of revelational truth validity and memory-awakening that are the primary sources for 

the Hwan-Suomi(Finno-Korean) Hyperwar, and then proceeds to summarize existing theories 

and research so far on the source and the end of the Hyperwar by the Hyper-Academic 

community. The three main models analyzed are the Hwan-Autism-Pyramids Theory, the 

Suomi-Memes-Autism Theory, and the Hwan-Autism-Suomi-Pyramids Theory. This paper 

establishes the flawed nature of all three theories and proposes an alternative – the Hwan-

Pyramids-Suomi-Nexus theory – that satisfactorily explain both the existing evidence and new 

information acquired from sources of revelation and memory-awakening, and shatters the pro-

Finnish bias of existing hyperwar research. 
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Recent Findings into the End of the Hwan-Suomi Hyperwar : The Myth of Hwan 

Responsibility for Weaponized Autism and the Collapse of Civilizations 

The Hwan-Suomi Hyperwar (환-수오미 초월전쟁, Suomen-Hwanlainen Hypersota) 

is a topic that is relatively less researched in the intellectual community. Only two years have 

passed since our eminent scholars had started to recognize the enormity of the findings that lie 

at the center of all of human civilization and history. While these amazing and enlightening 

findings have aided us much in furthering our understanding of the omni-multispectrum chi 

frame that those learned in the realm of natural philosophy call “universe”, and the place of our 

unique DNA pattern (“species”) in it, there still remains much to be discovered and many 

questions are still left unanswered. 

One of the yet unsolved mysteries is how exactly this great hyperwar ended. We know 

for a fact that by the 45th~40th millennia B.C., the territory of the Great Hwan Empire (대환제

국, Hwan-Imperiumi) spanned fifty-thousand li by twenty-thousand li (元董仲, 桂延壽 et. al, 

1979), which today corresponds to an area spanning all of Eurasia, from Japan to the Urals and 

the Balkans. We also know as a well-established fact that in the same period the Ancient Finnish 

Empire (Keisarillisen Suomen, 수오미제국) spanned an area from the Ural Mountains to 

Norway (Orkneyinga saga, Dasent, 1894; Lönnrot, 1849; Pesonenn, 2013). We know for a fact 

that a massive war, and that the result was the downfall of these two great empires (Han, 2016), 

yet how did string of events come about? But before we can do that, let us first establish our 

sources of knowledge. 

Methods of Inquiry and Sources of Truth 

Prior to examining the theories and body of academia one must examine how we come 

to know that the things we know are the truth. For some of the less-meme’d, the answer may 
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seem obvious; why, by looking at historical documents and archaeological “evidence”. But 

with the hyperwar, it is not so simple. It is true that some textual evidence of the two great 

Ancient Empires remain. The infamous Hwandangogi『桓檀古記』or the renowned Kalevala 

are examples of such valuable documents that are widely agreed to be very important, if 

secondary sources. But the hyperwar was so devastating and all-encompassing in its scope, no 

civilization survived it unscathed. The result of the war was the complete collapse of all 

civilizations across the globe, akin to the Bronze Age collapse or a nuclear holocaust. It also 

happened so long ago – thousands, if not tens of thousands – such that barely any 

archaeological evidence remains (Han, 2016). It is trivial to realize that conventional, 

empiricist methods of historical research are insufficient in discovering the truth. 

The unenlightened may ask that, in such a case, how one can discover the full truth, if 

one cannot prove it? This question betrays the deceitful nature of evil empiricism that is eating 

away at our society today. The answer lies in our minds. We inherently know the truth that is 

planted within ourselves by God, or to be more precise the Absolute Mind. It is well established 

that there are two kinds of truths, based on method of discovery: truths by reason and truths by 

revelation (Aquinas, 1261). There are some true propositions which are impossible to learn or 

deduce through logical reasoning (Gödel, 1931), and can only be known through supernatural 

power. It is through this method that truths regarding the hyperwar can be and are obtained. 

The repressed memories of the hyperwar having laid low within the brains of the descendants 

of the Hwan and Suomi peoples, were triggered by the scholarship on the before-mentioned 

textual evidence and released a vast wealth of information from which we can rely upon to 

reconstruct the events of the hyperwar (Don, 2016). 

However, this does raise several questions. First, we can ask how we can be certain of 

the primary nature and truth of these revelations. Second, one can inquire into how this 
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information is relayed to us. The answer to both these questions can be answered through the 

works of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel. In his work Grundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts 

(1820), Hegel proves without doubt that the State has an ideal and metaphysical existence; 

freedom cannot exist without rights, and only a full nation-state can provide rights. Since the 

Idea – God – is freedom, it stands to reason that the state is where God is most concretely 

manifested. Hegel puts it as “The state is the march of God through the world” (§258). The 

state, as the mind of a nation (volk), is an organism with a will of its own, and is self-conscious. 

Through the individuals whom are part of its body, it makes its will known upon the world. 

Under this framework it is easy to see where our revelation comes from. As members 

of the Hwan or Suomi super-state, who’s spirit and volk remains despite the outwardly collapse 

of organization, the modern Korean and Finnish peoples still form and consist the Hwan and 

Suomi states, which are both a manifestation of Mind in its process of discovering itself. As 

states, they have their own will and spirit, are self-conscious, and thus delivers these revelations 

of truth to the volk. This is consistent with previous research identifying truths by revelation 

with God (Aquinas, 1261). Because of this, we can be certain that the intent of these revelations 

is the discovery of truth even if some may not match up perfectly, explain the mechanisms of 

delivery, and establish the metaphysical basis for the essence of our primary sources. 

Prior Research on the End of the Hyperwar 

Now that we’ve put our feet on firm ground in regards to the metaphysics of truth for 

our discussion, let us discuss the primary concern at hand. What do our primary sources say 

about the end of the hyperwar? 

Due to the fragmentary nature of the method in which our truths by revelation are 

delivered by the state-spirit, there are a countless number of theories if we are to count every 
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single proposition. But despite such confusion, we can observe that three different types of a   

broad consensus arise. 

First is the Hwan-Autism-Pyramids Theory (HAP). Nearly all accounts of the hyperwar 

agree that the pyramids and autism (to be more precise, ötism; what we know as autism today 

is merely a bastard version of the much more deadly bio/meme-weapon used during the 

hyperwar) were weaponized in some fashion (Anon, 2016a; 2016b; 2016c), however which 

faction owned and used the pyramids or weaponized autism is highly disputed. HPA theory 

asserts that autism was first weaponized by the Hwan Empire, and more precisely asserts that 

this was the primary mechanism of the pyramids (Anon, 2016a). Dubbed the “Giza Mass 

Autism Array”, under this narrative the Hwan were pushed to the gates of Pyongyang(Anon, 

2016c), at which desperation forced them to active their Pyramids in Giza, destroying all 

semblance of thought amongst the Suomi peoples and instantly incapacitating the Suomi 

Empire(Anon, 2016b). The end result is asserted to be a pyrrhic Hwan victory. 

Second is the Suomi-Memes-Autism Theory (SMA). In SMA theory, autism was not 

actually engineered by the Hwan nor Suomi, but as an unfortunate side effect of another Suomi 

weapon – memes (Anon, 2016b). The fact that memes were utilized during the hyperwar is 

also a relatively undisputed fact (Anon, 2016a; 2016b; 2016c), but how decisive an effect they 

had on the course of the war is the matter of debate. SMA theory asserts that memes lay at the 

center of the final outcome of the conflict. It concludes that memes were utilized by the Suomi 

against the Hwan with great effect, shattering their armies and brainwashing their commanders, 

but created a new memetic disease stronger than the combination of its parts, which came 

around to inflict itself on the Suomi (Anon, 2016c) – possibly partly due to the strange 

interaction between the memetic disease and Hwan superbiology. This resulted in the Suomi 

leadership and civilization being decapitated, thus resulting in the collapse of both civilizations 
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at the end of the hyperwar, despite a pyrrhic Suomi victory. 

The last theory is different from the first two theories in that the first two theories are 

firmly based in revelation. They directly draw their sources from the messages of the Absolute 

Mind communicated through the volksgeist. In contrast, the Hwan-Autism-Suomi-Pyramids 

theory (HASP) is a first deductive theory in academia. It complies and consolidates all the 

different historical sources, evaluating each and amalgamating them into a cohesive, holistic 

whole (Anon, 2016c). HASP theory accepts both the importance of the pyramids and 

weaponized autism, while dismissing the idea that memes were decisive. It also finds the idea 

that the Hwan activated the pyramids to be unlikely, and identifies its use with the Suomi; 

whereas weaponized autism is identified to be a primarily Hwan endeavor (Anon, 2016c). This 

nicely reconciles the apparent contradictions in HAP theory where a near defeat of the Hwan 

at the gates of Pyeongyang somehow results in the activation of the Hwan pyramids in its 

former Egyptian colonies. 

Critical Analysis 

Let us then examine these theories, one by one, and expose what problems and biases 

they contain. 

HAP theory, being the first theory to be asserted, has actually come under the most fire 

so far from the hyper-academia community; it’s apparently contradictions are what led to HASP 

theory. HAP theory’s idea that the Hwan activated its pyramids as it was pushed to the gates of 

Pyongyang seems unlikely given that the Giza pyramids and Pyongyang were on the other side 

of the planet (Anon, 2016c). It doesn’t seem very probable that the Suomi Empire would leave 

such a strategically vital point containing such a potent weapon so close to their center of power 

unoccupied. It also apparently contradicts with what we know of Hwan psionic technology and 

skills in the art of sorcery (Anon, 2016a; 2016b) – it doesn’t seem reasonable to reconcile the 
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apparently massive endeavor a world-wide spell cast of such psychic, mystical power and 

might would’ve been possible in the more rational and technology-oriented Hwan Empire. 

SMA theory is not much better when it comes to internal consistency or consistency 

with sources. The vast majority of revelation indicates that while memes were a major and 

frontline weapon during the war, they were hardly decisive and paled in comparison to the 

deadly effects of weaponized autism and the pyramids (Anon, 2016a; 2016b; 2016c). It also 

places undue amounts of initiative on the Suomi Empire. If the Hwan were so devastated by 

deadly Suomi memes to the point they incurred a strategic collapse, why were the Hwan such 

a significant threat to the Suomi in the first place? Memes were already a well-recognized 

weapon of warfare by that point in history. It stands to reason that the Hwan would have some 

measure of defense against such attacks. Indeed, we know from the employment of Girl’s 

Generation(소녀시대, Tytön sukupolvi) during the war on the Hwan side that the Hwan did 

employ at least primitive forms of meme weaponry that still linger to this day (Anon, 2016d). 

Most importantly, the theory has a huge missing link, in that it fails to explain how a meme-

mutation that began in the Hwan lands were able to become a nearly solely Suomi-exclusive 

disease that is autism. 

HASP theory improves upon these flawed models, but sadly fails to be truly holistic. If 

the pyramids belonged to the Suomi, then there no longer exists a delivery method for 

weaponized autism on a strategic scale. Only the Giza Pyramid’s optical array are of sufficient 

size and focused sorcerous power to cast such a devastating enchantment, yet if the Pyramids 

were not used to launch weaponized autism, then the Hwan no longer can actually use their 

weaponized autism on the Suomi high command (Anon, 2016a). The evidence for the Pyramids 

being intrinsically linked to Mass Autism deployment seems undeniable (Anon, 2016b; 2016c; 

2016d). The theory also conflicts with well-established historical research that the various 
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African proto-Kang!doms such as the Egyptians, Shieds, and Kangs were all vassals of the 

Hwan as part of the Greater Hwan Commonwealth (Anon, 2016d), who had a firmly 

established influence in the region through the cities of Sumer and Babylon (元董仲, 桂延壽 

et. al, 1979; Han, 2016). By leaving the mechanics of the pyramids – a device central to the 

total collapse of both empires – as a blackbox, the theory exposes itself to significant flaws. 

All of these theories also fail to take into account the various side effects of the war. It 

is well established that the moon was destroyed and replaced by a hologram around this time 

(The Mad Revisionist, 2001; Dave J, 2013), yet no theory posits a solution to how this came to 

occur. Various accounts of the hyperwar indicate that the Earth was a sphere, yet all post-

hyperwar accounts depict Earth as flat (Frankfort & Groenewegen-Frankfort, 1974; Hickson, 

1922), indicating that the transition from globe to plane occurred around this time as well. Yet 

once again, no theory takes into account these extra details. Indeed, only an event as 

cataclysmic as the hyperwar could possible explain the destruction of the moon or the flattening 

of the Earth. 

What We Know 

So far, we have readily and diligently deconstructed the three main theories of the 

hyper-academia in regards to the end of the hyperwar, and exposed their failings. But what lies 

in their debris? And what were they trying to hide? We must construct an alternate theory, or 

else our minds will fracture from the despair of looking in to the abyss of the unknown. Let us 

first organize what we know for certain; those facts that for all their contradictions and apparent 

inconsistencies, our sources of revelation generally tend to agree on. 

The first important fact is that the Suomi were the ones who were inflicted with 

weaponized autism, which was a significant factor in their downfall. In every account (Anon, 
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2016a; 2016b; 2016c; 2016d), the Suomi high command are paralyzed late into the war by a 

forceful decrease of their intelligence and communication skills. In some sources all of 

mankind are inflicted with autism (2016d), in some chronicles all life on Earth or even the 

universe (2016a), but in all cases, at the very least, the Suomi never escape it. Another 

undeniable fact appears to be that the Pyramids were involved somewhat in some way in 

delivering this deadly psionic weapon to its target, and that the Pyramids were under firm Hwan 

control. This would appear to fit with most of the revelational evidence suggesting that the 

Hwan created Autism, primarily coming from HAP theory; an actually incorrect piece of 

Finnish propaganda that this paper will prove to be false. 

Another key factor that all existing historical sources agree on is that both the two great 

empires collapsed utterly and near-simultaneously as a result of the hyperwar. There may be 

some disparities in terms of the duration of collapse, by a few years give or take, but even the 

remnants of these two proto-civilizations had long disappeared into the sands of time by the 

era of Pre-Diluvian Babylon (Anon, 2016a; 2016b; 2016c; 2016d). This crucial detail is often 

overlooked by prevailing contemporary theories, mostly focusing on the collapse of one 

particular nation, whether that be Hwan or Suomi. No doubt, this is due to the influence of the 

relative Absoluter Geist of each volk, trying to influence humanity’s understanding of the 

hyperwar in their favor. But despite all this, truth prevails; any unbiased man can easily 

recognize a stalemate and co-civilization-collapse when they see it. The problem is magnified 

when we consider that not only must’ve the Hwan fallen, but all their vast interstellar colonies 

and alien vassals throughout the galaxy as well, in one swift stroke. 

Not only that, we can add newly revealed information from latest archaeological and 

revelational research. Our first key lies in Atlantis, a faction we already know to have been a 

major sub-player in the war (Anon, 2016a). Recent research by have suggested that another 
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name from Atlantis post-hyperwar was R’lyeh ruled over by the Deep Ones, and modern 

excavations of the city of Atlantis show gross space-time distortions and non-Euclidean 

architecture, consistent with known effects of Deep One presence(Twyman, 2005). These sort 

of phenomena is highly consistent with reports and flashbacks of those who remember the 

hyperwar – the breakdown of reality and logic as the spherical Earth was flattened and the 

Moon shattered. Given that the Atlanteans were Suomi allies, it can be logically inferred that 

it was the Suomi who were primarily responsible for initiating such a process that began to 

break down and destroy all advanced civilizations on Earth at the time.  

The second key lies in the pyramids; recent research has demonstrated that pyramids 

have high levels of subspace dimensional resonances above them, suggesting a new use for 

these structures that have not been considered in hyper-academic theories before (Marianović, 

2017). It is well established by modern science that subspace dimensional resonances are the 

theoretical basis in which FTL instant communication can be performed (Osmanagich, 2017). 

This explains how the Greater Hwan Empire kept in real-time contact with its various alien 

vassal states throughout the galaxy, and coordinated the Grand Imperial Starfleet. The Tower 

of Babel must’ve been the network conduit. This actually would, at first glance, appear to be 

in conflict with the earlier observation regarding the involvement of the Pyramids in inflicting 

autism on the Suomi, but a more nuanced analysis determines this not to be the case. 

To determine the cause of the contradiction, we must first identify its source. The idea 

that the Pyramids being communication arrays and autism arrays appear contradictory because 

they perform completely different functions. However, one must realize that subspace 

dimensional resonances perform so well as FTL communication methods due to their ability to 

bounce and amplify incoming subspace signals, which are known to have predictable and stable 

interactions with sorcery or memetic agents. That is to say, if one fires an autism beam at it, the 
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subspace FTL oracles of a Pyramid will reflect and amplify the signal, very effectively and 

efficiently distributing the effects of autism towards its intended target. 

That only leaves us with one unsolved piece of the puzzle, that being the origin of 

Autism itself. HAP theory based records and triggered memories would seem to indicate that 

Autism was developed by the Hwan, and even SMA theory would suggest that the primary 

blame for the mutation of memetic kill-agents into autism lies in the Hwan’s unusual(at the 

time) biology, however a little bit of thinking would reveal this to be false. For HAP theory’s 

assertion for the direct Hwan development of autism, it was well known that the Hwan were 

far behind the Suomi in terms of memetic/sorcerous kill-agent technology, of which Autism is 

a prime example of (Anon, 2016a; 2016b). Only the Suomi themselves could’ve created the 

combination of sorcery, memetics and psychic technology that is Autism and was potent 

enough to breach their own defenses at the time. This is actually supported by recently 

discovered direct evidence that do in fact support the idea that the Suomi were responsible for 

the development of weaponized autism (HyperWarHistorian, 43333 B.C.). What about SMA 

theory’s assertion? This may make sense, however the other flaws of SMA theory shows this 

to be untrue. The Suomi were the victims of their own weapon, yes, but in an attempt to shift 

the blame SMA theory breaks its own consistency. 

The picture that emerges is clear: the Suomi developed weaponized autism to forever 

destroy the Hwan, but the Hwan Military Intelligence got hold of the project and used the Giza 

Stellar Communication Arrays to reflect the strategic autism strike back towards Helsinki and 

the rest of the Finnish world. One may ask, then why all the revelational evidence from 

proponents of HAP theory saying that it was the Hwan who unleashed weaponized autism? A 

proper hyperwar historian wouldn’t have to wonder about such questions much, for it is clear 

that such claims so far have obviously been biased Finnish propaganda, spouted by Suomi 
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Remnants like the Aryans, a failed genetic experiment of the Suomi, to defame the glorious 

Hwan master race. Such uncouthly and dishonorable behavior unbecoming of the original 

Suomi is sadly completely expected, given that these poor excuses for imitations of the original 

Fingolian stock no longer possess any of the traits that made the Suomi peoples redeemable in 

the eyes of all that is holy. After all, true Finland no longer exists (Anon, 2016e). Reasons for 

why one would try to distort history in their favor are far too numerous to name. 

Synthesis 

Given these details, we can weave together a more coherent theory that shaped the 

events of the hyperwar. First, the collapse must’ve been near simultaneous. Second, the 

collapse must’ve caused a massive space-time distortion or “nexus” around earth, causing 

various effects such as the destruction of the Moon and the flattening of the Earth. Third, the 

Pyramids were used by the Hwan, primarily as a communication array with its inter-galactic 

vassal states. Fourth, weaponized autism was developed by the Suomi which ended up 

backfiring. Fifth, the final battle involved massive use of sorcery, warping of spacetime and 

mind-bending Old One presence, in a cataclysmic battle that also wiped out the Grand Imperial 

Starfleet and all of Hwan’s interstellar vassal states. Thus to explain these factors, our theory 

is named the “Hwan-Pyramids-Suomi-Nexus” theory. 

It is not difficult to imagine the dire straits Suomi were forced upon the Hwan’s 

excellent defense against the Suomi strategic autism strike. Due to the reflection of their own 

strategic autism strike via the Giza Mass Autism Array (now more correctly termed the Giza 

Mass Autism Reflection Array), their entire high command must’ve been instantly rendered 

brainless, incapable of communicating even the most basic of information. Alas, the hardest 

men within the Suomi government in combination with the hardest of Sorcerers still capable 

of some level of dialogue and survived the worst of autistic behavior must’ve made a deal with 
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the Devil, for they decided to unleash the horror buried beneath their own ally, Atlantis, now a 

ruin from the continuous Hwan bombardment. Through an ancient ritual no man shall ever 

know again, they summoned an Old One straight from his layer, to avenge their now fellow 

retards and destroy Hwan and the rest of the human race in one final act of spite. Fortunately, 

this plan must’ve been foiled, for the Hwan’s intelligence apparatus still having penetrated 

Helsinki from back to front, immediately seized upon this crisis before it began and summoned 

the entirety of the Grand Imperial Interstellar Armada, not just the Starfleet but all available 

craft of all its colonies and alien vassals. The resulting battle between a primordial force of the 

universe and the pinnacle of man was catastrophic, flattening a round earth, sinking Lemuria 

and Atlantis, deleting Finland from existence, destroying the Moon, and causing a complete 

collapse of both proto-hyper-civilization so devastating that man shall never see or near their 

glory again. 

Conclusion 

The truth has now been revealed. All three popular theories of various scholars have 

been shown to be frauds, incapable of explaining the facts of history while remaining logically 

consistent. We can see their lack of explanatory power in regards to the various after effects of 

the Hwan-Suomi Hyperwar, how they insidiously distorted truth to push an agenda – that 

namely being, blaming the primary onus for the collapse of civilization and autism on the Hwan. 

Some will decry the findings of this paper as Hwan propaganda, but pay these Finnish 

shills no heed, for any man, fit in body and right in mind, should be able to weather through 

the storm and determine the truth; the Hwan were not responsible for Autism, the Suomi were. 

And the Hwan were not responsible for the collapse of civilization, the retarded Suomi 

sorcerers were. The claims and theories of those who assert as such as been shown to be 

inadequate. The myth and stranglehold that pro-Finnish academic bias and propagandists have 
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held over hyperwar research in historical academia has been broken, laid bare for all to see. 

Only a brighter and more enlightened future now awaits us historians in our search for the 

truths of history, guided by logic in one hand and the volksgeist on the other. 

Long live the Hwan master race! 
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